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During austral summer 1988-1989, Stanford University and
the Geophysics Division, Department of Scientific and Indus-
trial Research, New Zealand, carried out a joint multichannel
seismic experiment to determine the thickness and configu-
ration of the sediment and crustal layers in the vicinity of Ross
Island, Antarctica (figure, block a). The objectives of this ex-
periment were twofold.
• To study lithospheric flexure associated with the emplace-

ment of the large, geologically young (less than 5 million
years) volcanic load of Ross Island on the thinned and ex-
tended continental lithosphere of the Ross embayment. The
strength of an extended continental lithosphere is a topic of
considerable debate, with implications for the geotherm and
composition of such regions, as well as for the stratigraphy
of the sediments which are deposited during rifting. The
debate can be most readily resolved by observing the de-
formation of the extended crust resulting from the emplace-
ment of a well isolated, large, and easy-to-measure load, a
situation which is rarely found in the world.

• To investigate field and processing parameters necessary for
seismic reflection work on a thick (200-350 meters) high-
velocity ice overlying 600- to 800-meter-deep water. In this
article, we shall discuss the second objective.
A 58-kilometer-long seismic reflection profile was collected

using a 24-channel, 2.4-kilometer-long seismic array. The pro-
file was located about 30 kilometers south of Mount Erebus
and was oriented northwest to southeast perpendicular to the
long axis of the McMurdo volcanic province (figure, block a).
A coincident 31.1-kilometer-long refraction/wide-angle reflec-
tion profile was collected beginning at the northwest (Mount
Erebus) end of the line. The field experiment lasted 23 days,
which included 4 days of overland travel to and from the site
of the experiment, 2 days of experimentation with field pa-
rameters (depth of shots, size of charges, and receiver config-
uration), and 6 days of bad weather. Between 4.8-8.4 kilometers
of reflection profile were collected during the actual production
days. The profile and the route leading to it were surveyed
ahead of time by the New Zealand Department of Land Sur-
vey.

The sound source for the reflection profile consisted of 5-
kilogram dynamite charges, spaced at 200-meter intervals and
placed at the bottom of 17-meter-deep holes. The holes, 348
in total, were drilled by the Polar Ice Coring Office, using a
high-pressure hot water drill. The high drilling rate of six holes
per hour, and the low cost of drilling in ice relative to soil
represent major advantages for seismic work in Antarctica
compared to seismic surveys on land elsewhere. The sound
source for the refraction profile were dynamite charges that
varied in size from 15 kilograms at the near offsets to 55 kil-
ograms at the far offsets. At each shot point the charges were
divided between several holes, 5 kilograms per hole, which
were drilled 1.5 meters apart perpendicular to the profile. Total
of 299 shots were fired for the reflection profile and 13 shots
were fired for the refraction profile. All the data have been
examined for bad shots and noisy traces and show a good
signal-to-noise ratio.

First-arrival branches with maximum apparent velocity of
6.7 kilometers per second were observed all the way to the
furthest offset in the refraction profile. We were encouraged
to find that the quality of the refraction profile is as good as
the best refraction profiles collected by the R/V Lee in the Ross
Sea in 1984 (Cooper, Davey, and Cochrane 1987). The prelim-
inary one-dimensional velocity-depth solution for the refrac-
tion profile is rather similar to the refraction solution obtained
by Cooper et al. (1987) north of Ross Island (figure, block b).
Below 0.2-0.35 kilometer of ice and 0.75 kilometer of water,
there is approximately a 2-kilometer-thick sedimentary layer.
Part of the sedimentary layer did not generate refraction ar-
rivals because of a low velocity zone due to the higher velocity
of the overlying ice layer. Below the sedimentary layer two
other layers are defined: a 2-kilometer-thick layer with a ve-
locity around 5.0 kilometers per second and a 3-kilometer-thick
layer with a velocity around 6.0 kilometers per second. The
deepest layer is underlain by a 6.7 kilometers per second layer.
A strong near-vertical reflection at 7.2-second travel time is
observed in the coincident reflection profile. If this reflection
is interpreted as the Moho, the total crustal thickness south of
the Ross Island is only 17-20 kilometers, which is in agreement
with previous refraction results by McGinnis et al. (1985) in
McMurdo Sound, and Cooper et al. (1987) in the Victoria Land
Basin. Preliminary interpretation of these crustal velocities sug-
gests that the crust has continental affinity and that the Victoria
Land Basin continues south of Ross Island.

The reflection profile is dominated by multiple wave paths
in the ice and the water layers. These multiples were generated
by the large impedance contrast at the surface (air/ice), the
bottom of the ice layer (ice/water), and the sea floor (water/
sediment). Their periodicity is a function of the thickness of
the ice and the water layers. The ability to suppress these
multiples is critical to the success of seismic reflection work
on the ice shelves. To date we have explored and compared
three methods which successfully suppressed the multiples.
The first method has been the application of a low-pass (10-
30 hertz) frequency filtering of the data. The ice multiples have
high amplitude at frequencies higher than 30 hertz. Reflections
of interest from the lower crust and the Moho have dominant
frequencies less than 30 hertz, because the Earth's crust pref-
erentially attenuates the high frequencies of the passing waves.
This method cannot, however, be applied to the sediments
and the upper crust where, for the sake of resolution, we are
interested in the preservation of higher frequencies. The sec-
ond method has been to apply predictive and spiking decon-
volutions to suppress the short-period ice multiples. The
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A. Location map of the seismic experiment on the Ross Ice Shelf. The seismic reflection profile and the coincident retraction profile are
marked by the solid line A-A'. The McMurdo Cenozoic volcanic province extends from Ross Island to Mount Morning. VLB denotes Victoria
Land Basin. B. A preliminary velocity-depth solution of the refraction profile (solid line). The solutions of sonobuoys 15, 29, 31, and 9 from
the western Ross Sea (Cooper et al. 1987) are shown as thin solid, dashed, dotted, and dashed-dotted lines, respectively. All the sonobuoy
solutions were shifted to a common sea floor depth to facilitate the comparison between them and the result from this experiment. The
locations of the sonobuoys 9 and 31 which fall within the boundaries of the map are marked by solid dots in block A. (km/sec denotes
kilometers per second.)

remaining longer period water multiples were then suppressed
by a dip filter in the frequency-wave number or the time-wave
number domains. The final method has been a velocity filtering
technique (Harlan, in press) in which a synthetic model of the
predicted multiples is constructed and then subtracted from
the actual data. The remaining data include the arrivals of
interest.

In conclusion, the field work and the data-processing work
at the lab both demonstrate the feasibility of reflection and
refraction seismic work on the ice shelves of Antarctica. The
results suggest a crustal structure similar to that found in the
Victoria Land Basin.
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